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Deeper Learning & Rigor Have Been a Recurring Theme for Me 
as a Classroom Teacher, School Administrator, and PD Leader 



Grant Wiggins’ Annual “Student Voice” Survey
Middle & High School Students

1. I learn best in class when…

2. I find it personally helpful to my learning when my 
teacher …

3. What was the most interesting work/task/ or 
project you were asked to do this year in school? 
What made it interesting for you?



In the chat …

Tell us 1 thing that has made learning or 
assessment tasks meaningful for you in the past.



Session Overview

What is “actionable” assessment?

Unpacking 5 “Actionable” Teacher Moves

Brain science: Why emotional engagement leads to (or blocks) 

cognitive engagement

Putting it all together - An Actionable Assessment Cycle



What makes an assessment “actionable”?

1. assessment questions and tasks are designed to “uncover” what 
the student is thinking, not simply what the student remembers;

2. assessment evidence can be interpreted in terms of where a 
student is “right now” along a learning continuum (not a teaching 
continuum);

3. assessment evidence can be used to provide actionable feedback 
to students to develop self-reflection skills, helping them to better 
understand themselves as learners, in addition to understanding the 
content they are learning



Learning Tasks Designed to “Uncover” Thinking…





Unpacking 5 Teacher Moves that Deepen 
Engagement, Self-Directed Learning, & Thinking

Ask a series of probing questions that increase in depth and complexity to 
uncover thinking.

Build schemas in each content domain.

Consider ways to strategically scaffold learning for different specific 
purposes.

Design complex tasks, emphasizing student input and evidence-based 
solutions.

Engage students in metacognition and reflection before, during, and after 
each learning opportunity or lesson.



Ask a series of probing questions that increase in depth and 
complexity to uncover thinking.



Questions that lead to deeper understanding…

What is an “Essential” Question that leads to a 
performance assessment and transfer of knowledge, 
skills, & dispositions (Profile of Graduate) [DOK  3 or 4]?

● Broad and open-ended (could use it more than once)
● Spark investigation, evidence-based support, and fine-tuning/revising 
current thinking
●Thought-provoking - Invite students to raise their own questions



EQ: How do authors use rhetorical strategies 
to communicate a message?
We’ve been learning about how authors use rhetorical strategies to 
communicate a message. Now you’ll incorporate the use of rhetorical 
strategies to develop either:

●an original advertisement,
●a speech on a debatable issue, or
●a debatable scientific treatise.

The final product will be critiqued by your peers. 

And, you’ll write a reflection evaluating the effectiveness of the 
strategies you used.





Build schemas (mental maps) in each content domain.

Taking 
something 

apart to see 
how the 

parts work 
together.



Building 
Schema

Making sense 
of new 

information -  
by connecting 

to prior 
learning and 
experiences





Consider ways to strategically scaffold learning for 
different specific purposes.

1. Supporting Language & Vocabulary Development

2. Facilitating Executive Functioning

3. Deepening Content Knowledge/Connecting to Big 

Ideas



Scaffolding vs. Differentiating
STEPS any student can use to be 
successful on a specific task

DIFFERENT CHOICES: 
Menus/Choice Boards: Content, 
Processes/DOK, and/or Products



Supporting Language & 

Vocabulary Development

“Say It Another 
Way”

Word Wall
Christy McClain, 

2022



Facilitating Executive 
Functioning

“Collaborative Inquiry 
Planning” 

Karin Hess, 2018



Deepening Content Knowledge & Connecting to Big Ideas with 

Visual Organizers & Discourse



Design complex tasks, emphasizing student input and evidence-based solutions.



Moving from EMOTIONAL engagement to 
deeper  COGNITIVE engagement



PBAs, Engagement, & David Kolb’s Experiential Learning 
Cycle

(Adapted by Hess, 2023)

• WHY is this important to me? Driving or essential question, launch the 
topic with media, video, case study, event, etc. (teacher-designed and 
open-ended generates interest and student questions to investigate)

• WHAT are the facts, themes, concepts? Generalize from individual 
ideas: readings, lecture, build concepts/schema/connections, active 
listening (teacher-directed “micro” lessons help students to see 
patterns)

• HOW does this work in the real world? Groups process ideas, practice 
skills, investigate further (more student-directed, teacher coaches)

• WHAT IF...I could apply it in a personalized /novel way? Plan and 
develop a product to share, get peer feedback, self-assess, raise new 
questions or a call to action (student-directed, teacher coaches



2 Types of Performance-Based Assessments

Problem-Based Learning - Performance Tasks
A student-centered approach in which students learn about a subject 
by working in groups to solve an open-ended problem. This problem is 
what drives the motivation and the learning. The approach is also 
inquiry-based when students are active in creating/identifying the 
problem.

Project-Based Learning & Extended Projects
A student-centered approach to learning focusing on developing 
content knowledge through extended projects addressing a real-world 
problem or answering a complex question. Students develop a public 
product or presentation (beyond the classroom) to share their learning. 





Try creating a task 
prompt…

1. Decide what 
content & 
processes students 
will transfer

2. Identify a 
real-world context 
for the learning

3. What input/choices 
will students have?



Engage students in metacognition and reflection before, 
during, and after each learning opportunity or lesson.



Using Peer-to-Peer Feedback to Improve Work Quality

Use with short-cycle formative tasks or parts of longer 
performance-based tasks that integrate multiple academic skills and 
concepts with personal skills (creativity, collaboration, self-direction). 



Build in Peer 
Group
Critique/
Feedback 
DURING
LEARNING 
With Multi-Step
Project-Based 
Scrum Boards





Students monitor 
their progress and 

identify evidence for 
their Body of 

Evidence
(Hess, Colby, & Joseph, 

2022)



Using Reflective Journaling for Complex Tasks
©Karin Hess (2023) Rigor by Design, Not Chance 

Sample Prompts 

• How did you determine your focus and develop your ideas?
• What prior knowledge /skills did you apply (transfer)?
• How will your______ reflect what you learned?
• What decisions did you make to create your final product?
• What new insights are you starting to develop about the 

topic?
• What connections can you make to the Essential Question?



After reading and discussing dystopian literature, 
choose and research a present-day dystopia.
Share your learning and insights in an infographic.

What learning can be assessed evaluating the 
product(s)?

What learning can be assessed with self-reflections?





Putting it All 
Together in An 

Actionable 
Assessment Cycle

© Karin Hess



Clarify a Series of Learning Targets to Demonstrate 
Competency. 
Which targets provide a foundation for deeper learning?
Is there more than one potential PBA?



Begin with 
short-cycle formative 

tasks that lead to 
several PBAs of 

increasing complexity



Rhetorical Analysis Competency APPLYING RIGOR TO PBL-CBE | Karin Hess, 
PhD (karin-hess.com)
Part 1 Learning Target
I can…identify rhetorical strategies used by an author 

https://www.karin-hess.com/applying-rigor-to-pbl-cbe
https://www.karin-hess.com/applying-rigor-to-pbl-cbe


Related Resources
Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrices - Cognitive Rigor and DoK | Karin Hess, PhD (karin-hess.com)
A Handy Brain Model (8 min. video) Rigor by Design Excerpts | Karin Hess, PhD (karin-hess.com)

Blogs (rubrics, scaffolding, etc.)  BLOG | Karin Hess, PhD (karin-hess.com)

Archives  (BEST K-12 Self-Direction , Collaboration, & Creative Thinking Rubrics) Archived 
Postings | Karin Hess, PhD (karin-hess.com)

Excerpts Rigor by Design Excerpts | Karin Hess, PhD (karin-hess.com)

CBE and PLB REsources (Rhetorical Analysis example)  APPLYING RIGOR TO PBL-CBE | 
Karin Hess, PhD (karin-hess.com)
LIFT Learning (Digital platform for building CB Bodies of Evidence) Project-Based Learning 
and Skills Assessment Platform - LiFT Learning™

Building Better Rubrics 6 Key Questions to Build Better Rubrics for Middle and High School 
Students | Edutopia

Video: Why Does Memorization Reign Supreme in Traditional Learning? - Education Reimagined - 
Education Reimagined (education-reimagined.org)

https://www.karin-hess.com/cognitive-rigor-and-dok
https://www.karin-hess.com/copy-of-rigor-by-design-not-chance
https://www.karin-hess.com/blog-1
https://www.karin-hess.com/archived-postings
https://www.karin-hess.com/archived-postings
https://www.karin-hess.com/archived-postings
https://www.karin-hess.com/copy-of-rigor-by-design-not-chance
https://www.karin-hess.com/applying-rigor-to-pbl-cbe
https://www.karin-hess.com/applying-rigor-to-pbl-cbe
https://liftlearning.com/
https://liftlearning.com/
https://www.edutopia.org/article/6-key-questions-build-better-rubrics
https://www.edutopia.org/article/6-key-questions-build-better-rubrics
https://education-reimagined.org/why-memorization-traditional-learning/
https://education-reimagined.org/why-memorization-traditional-learning/


Thank you for joining us!

Share Your Thoughts
Participate in our one-minute poll (link in chat box)


